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GENERALIZED HYPERCOMPLEX FUNCTION THEORY(l)

BY

ROBERT P. GILBERT AND GERALD HILE

ABSTRACT.   Lipman Bers and Ilya Vekua extended the concept of an ana-

lytic function by considering the distributional solutions of elliptic systems of

two equations with two unknowns and two independent variables.   These solu-

tions have come to be known as generalized (or pseudo) analytic functions. Sub-

sequently, Avron Douglis introduced an algebra and a class of functions which

satisfy (classically) the principal part of an elliptic system of 2r equations with

2r unknowns and two independent variables.   In Douglis' algebra these systems

of equations can be represented by a single "hypercomplex" equation. Solutions

of such equations are termed hyperanalytic functions.   In this work, the class of

functions studied by Douglis is extended in a distributional sense much in the

same way as Bers and Vekua extended the analytic functions.   We refer to this

extended class of functions as the class of generalized hyperanalytic functions.

1.   The equation and the algebra.   A. Douglis [l] showed that an elliptic sys-

tem of the first order in two independent variables, with sufficient smoothness re-

quirements on the coefficients of the first order terms, can be decomposed into

the canonical subsystems

U0,X-V0,y + --- "«O»

U0.y + V0,x + --- =V
(1.1)

uk,x-vk,y + auk-l,x + buk-l,y + '"=Sk,

Uk,y + vk,x + avk-l,x + bvk- l.y + * ' ' = hk>

k = l, 2,.-.,r-l,

where the dots represent zero order terms.   He called the system a generalized

Beltrami system if it is homogeneous and contains no terms of zero order.   He

showed that with a certain commutative algebra such a system can be written in a
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brief form.   This algebra is generated by the two elements i and e , subject to

the multiplication rules

i   = — 1,       ie = ei,       eT = 0.

The elements of this algebra are linear combinations with real coefficients of the

2r independent elements

ek,       iek,      k = 0, l,...,r- 1,

where e° = 1.   A particular element c of the algebra can be written

(1.2) c = '¿ ckek,

where each c,   is a complex number.   The conjugate of c, c, is given by

r-1

k = 0

c = Z- cke •

If c0 = 0, then c does-not have a multiplicative inverse and is called nilpotent.

A hypercomplex function is a map from the plane into this algebra and has the form

r-1

(1.3) wix, y) = £ u/fc(x, y)e*,
*=0

where each w,   is complex valued.   Then with the identification

(1.4) wk - uk + ivk

the generalized Beltrami system can be written

(1.5) %v = 0

where 2) is the differential operator

x y x y

We will treat somewhat more general systems in this paper.   One such system

is represented by

(1.6) %u+Aw + Bw = 0,

where A and B ate hypercomplex functions.  With

r-1 r-I

a = z v*. B - s v*.
(1.7) *=° fe=0

Ak = M(pfc + st) + Hitrr - qk),     Bk = ^k~sk} + ^l(r* + 9fe^'
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(1.6) becomes the system

"o,*-*0,y + Po"o +?0V0 =0,

"0,y + i;O.x + r0"0 +S0"0 =°«

k

(1.8) ukx - vkiy + auk_Ux + buk_l<y + £ O*,"*-/ + */Vp = °'
/=o

ft

"*.y + vk,x + avk-l,x * K-l,y + Z (r/*fe-/ + 5/v*-P = °.

*= 1, •••,!•- 1.

A more general system, of which (1.6) is a special case, is represented by

r-1 k

(1.9) iCzzz + X  e* Z (A/vz"'z- + BkPl) = °
fe=0       /=o

where here each A, ¡, Bkl is complex valued. The distinguishing feature of this

system is that the zero order terms in the ¿th equation involve only the unknown

functions «„,• • • , u, , vQ,. • • , v..

We discuss briefly norms of hypercomplex numbers in our algebra.   For c

given by (1.2), Douglis defined the norm

u.io) kl-LkJ.

Then the following hold for any hypercomplex numbers c and d:

(i-ii) M<MM,
(1.12) \c + d\<\c\ + \d\.

Furthermore, writing c as c = cQ+ E, where E is the nilpotent part of c, we have

the formula for the inverse

°L       °    co co   J

provided cQ ^ 0.   Thus we also have the inequality

r-1 / lr,,\fe
/

tt   k.rA

E

tt t\tt
(1.14)

Moreover, we have 1 = |c • l/c| < \c\ |l/c| and thus
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(1.15) l/H<|l/c|.

Finally, we define certain spaces of hypercomplex functions.   In general, a

function w, given by (1.3), will be said to lie in a given function space if each of

the complex functions w,   is in that space.   For example, we say w £ L^i®),

where ® is some domain in the plane, if w is defined in ® and each w,  is in

Lpi®).   This criterion is obviously equivalent to the statement |w| £ Lpi®).   The

L? norm of a hypercomplex function w thus will be defined by

(Lió) I», r :(jf\w\>dxdyy

If w is bounded in ® we have the norm \w, ®|M = supz£0|w(z)|.

The spaces C"(®) and CH®) consist of those functions whose derivatives

up to the rnth order are continuous in ® and the closure of ®, respectively. We

write C°(®) = c(®), C°(®) = C(@).

We say w £ C™i®), where 0 < a < 1, if w and its derivatives up to the mux

order are Holder-continuous in ® with exponent a (i.e., there exists a positive

constant M such that for Zj, z2,e ®, |w(z,)- u'Cij)) < M\zy - z2\   , and a simi-

lar inequality holds for the derivatives of w to order m).

The space C™(®) is defined to contain those functions which are in C^(®j)

for every bounded subdomain ®, of ®.

We also use the space Bm(C), which consists of the functions which, along

with their derivatives to order m, ate continuous and bounded in the whole com-

plex plane C.   If the function and its derivatives are also Holder-continuous in C

with exponent a, then we say the function is in B™(C).

2.   Generating solutions.   Douglis introduced the notion of a generating solu-

tion for the operator 3). For our purposes, we assume that a and b ate defined

in the whole plane C and make the following definition:

Definition 2.1.  A hypercomplex function   t  is a generating solution for 3) if

(i) t has the form tiz)= z + lT~x\ tkiz)ek = z+ Tiz)  iTiz) nilpotent),

(ii)  T £ B2iC),

(iii) 3)r=0 in C.

Notice that if E is a nilpotent constant, then t + E is also a generating solution.

Definition 2.2. Let / be a complex valued function in a domain ®. The in»

tegral operator /^ is given formally by

(2.1) V^=-¿íf^«
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(with £= çf + it], z = x+ iy).   In the case that ® is the whole plane C, we write

lcml.

The following result is given by Vekua [3, pp. 56—64].

Theorem 2.3.   Ler f be a complex valued function which is in BaiC) for some

a, 0 < a < 1, and in LpiC) for some p, 1 < p < 2.   Then If £ B2aiC) and moreover

(2.2) (3)x + ;3)vK//) = /.

Using a procedure of Douglis, we can prove now the following existence the-

Theorem 2.4.   // a and b are in BlaiC) for some a, 0< a. < 1, and in LpiC)

for some p, 1 < p < 2, then there exists a generating solution for 3).

Proof.   Define t by t^iz) = z, and for k = 1, • • •, r - 1,

tk = -l[ia$x + bVy)tk_y].

We assume that the first and second order derivatives of /¿_ j are in BaiC) (true

of course for k = 1). Then the function (a3)x + ¿3) )tk_y satisfies the conditions

in Theorem 2.3. Thus /, £ B^(C). Furthermore the equation 3)r = 0 can be writ-

ten componentwise as

(2.3)
<5, + dU.o-°.

®x + iVy)tk=-ia3)x + b3)y)tk_y, k = !,•••,r- 1.

Thus t is a generating solution.

Henceforth we will assume that a and b satisfy the conditions of Theorem

2.4 so that the existence of a generating solution is assured.

Following are some inequalities concerning the generating solution which

will be used later.   We denote generic constants by Mi • ), where inside the paren-

thesis are listed whatever entities determine M.

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

\txiz)\, \tyiz)\<Mia,b),

\l/ii+eb)\<Mib),

1       \^Mia,b)

tiO-t(z)\-\t-z\

< Mia, b),

iz 4 O,

txiz)

tiz)

i + ebiz)

1
i + ebiz)    tiO-tiz)

. Mia, b)

■\C-z\
iz¿0-
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In each case above, M(a, b) arises from bounds on b and the derivatives of

t. For (2.5), the formula (1.14) is used. To obtain (2.6), again use (1.14) to ar-

rive at the inequality

1

t(0 - t(z)
<__!_   y(\T(Q-T(z)\\k

The terms in the summation are bounded because the derivatives of T ate

bounded.   Inequalities (2.7) and (2.8) follow from the preceding ones and applica-

tions of (1.11).

3.  The hypercomplex function theory of Douglis.   In this section are stated

some results of Douglis [l], and a few immediate consequences, concerning solu-

tions of the equation j)w = 0.   Such solutions, if they are continuously differen-

tiable, we will call hyperanalytic, tot reasons which will become clear.   The

next few theorems were proved by Douglis.

Definition 3.1.   A domain ® is regular if it is bounded and its boundary T

consists of a finite number of simple closed curves with piecewise continuous

tangent.

Theorem 3.2 (Green's identity).   // ® z's a regular domain, and w and v are

hypercomplex functions in CH®). then

(3.1) ¡Sï^Tb t"'(St') + ®wWdxd* "STwvdt{jSl'
@

Definition 3.3.   Let v be a hypercomplex function in a domain ®.   The in-

tegral operator /     is defined by

When ® is the whole plane C, we write /c s J.

Theorem 3.4 (Cauchy integral representation).   Let % be a regular domain.

IfweC HS) net®, then for z e %

(3.3) w(z) = -L f    J{0     dt(0 + J9 ®w)(z).
2m Jv t(0 - t(z) e

Note that if 3)tzz = 0 in ®, (3.3) becomes

(3.4) ,(,)     lfAá(().
2772 Jr AO - Az)
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Thus a hyperanalytic function is at least twice continuously differentiable, since

for z i r (3-4) may be differentiated under the integral sign as many times as t

is continuously differentiable.

Definition 3.5.   Let / be an analytic function of z, and let E be nilpotent.

We define the hypercomplex function

(3-5) Ar+H)-£¿S*/<*>W.
r-1

z
* = 0

Theorem 3.6.   Let f be analytic in a domain ®^.   Let w, given by (1.3), be

in CK©) with the values of wQ contained in S*.   Then in ®,

(3.6 ) dfiwiz)) = / 'iwiz) )dwiz).

Thus if / is analytic in a domain ®, and t is a generating solution, the fol-

lowing formulas hold in ®.

r-1

(3.7) (/ o í)U) = £ r}r iTiz))kf(k\z),

k=0

(3.8) $ifot)iz)=f'itiz))%iz) = 0.

The composition f ° t therefore is hyperanalytic.   The relationship between ana-

lytic functions is given more completely in the next theorem.

Theorem 3.7.  // w is hyperanalytic in ® and in C(®), where ® is a regular

domain, then w can be represented in ® by

(3.9) wiz) = Z   Z  rV iTiz))kfi';)iz)ep = '¿ /,(.<*))«*■
p=0 *=0     ' p=0

where each fb is analytic in ®.

Some consequences of the preceding theorems now follow.

Theorem 3.8.   The zeros of a hyperanalytic function are isolated, unless the

function is identically zero.

Proof.   Let w be hyperanalytic in a neighborhood of a point Zq, with wiz A

■ 0.  Since tiz)- Tiz0) is also a generating solution, (3.9) yields, in a neighbor-

hood of ZQ,

(3.10) wiz) = Z   Z   if (Tz - TzQ)kffiz)ep
p=0  fc=0
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and

0 = u,U0) = r¿   fp(z0)eP.

p = 0

If we assume w is not identically zero, then some /.  is not identically zero, and

since each /   is analytic, some /    is nonzero in a deleted neighborhood of zQ.

Let p   be the smallest p such that /„ has this property.   Then in (3.10) the co-

efficient of ep is f^(z), and therefore w(z)4 0 in some deleted neighborhood

of z0.

Theorem 3.9.   A hyperanalytic function which is entire and bounded is a con-

stant.

(To prove this theorem, one proceeds exactly as in proving the analogous the-

orem for analytic functions, using the Cauchy integral representation and bounds

on the function to show that the partial derivatives vanish.   Thus, this proof will

not be repeated here.)

We conclude this section with brief remarks about the special hypercomplex

function exp(z + E) tot which (3.5) gives

(3.11) exp (z + E) = (exp z) £   ff "

r-1

z
k=0

Because the coefficient of e   (=1) in this expression is exp z,  exp(z + E) is

never nilpotent.   It is straightforward to check that the identity

(3.12) expUj + Ej) expU2 + E2) « exp(zj + z2 + Ej + E2)

is true.   We use the expansion (3.11) and the fact that (E,)7 (E2)* = 0 if /+ k>r.

A.   The operator 2.   The operator 2) = 3)   + i3)   + ezz3)   + eè2)   will now be
x y x y

defined in a Sobolev sense.   In accordance with formula (3-1) we make the follow-

ing definition.

Definition 4.1.   Let (3 be a domain in the plane, and let w and v be hyper-

complex functions in   L^i®).   Then v = JÜw in ® if for all hypercomplex func-

tions cfo in C!(®)

(4.1) iï-r^-r M$<p) + "fl dxdy = 0

(C^(®) is that class of functions in C](®) with compact support in ®).

Because of linearity, it is clear that it is equivalent to ask that (4.1) hold
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for all complex functions rp in C*(®).   Moreover, the following theorem is true.

Theorem 4.2.  // w and v are in L.i®), then v = j)w if and only if for all

iff in Clci®),

(4-2) SJ[wi!S)*J,) + vifj]dxdy = 0
@

where the differential operator D    is given by

(4.3) 2)V = ($x + i$y)iff + e$xiaiff) + e$yibiff).

Proof.   If iff y and i/r    are continuously differentiable hypercomplex functions,

then

CiTilffylff2) = lffyi3^2) + (S)*ipl)^2'

From Douglis [l, p. 27O], we have §*itjii + eb))= 0. Thus if we let iff =

tx4>/ii + eb), we obtain

3)ty = tJD(f,/ii + eb)

and therefore (4.1) and (4.2) are equivalent.

We now need some results from Vekua [3] concerning the operators

dz~2\dx +   dy)'     ó^~2\o\       ¿V'

Vekua defined these operators in a Sobolev sense in the following manner.

Definition 4.4.   Let / and g be complex functions in L^i®).  Then (i) g =

df/dz  in ®, or (ii) g = df/dz in ®, if for all complex functions rp  in C[.(®),

(i) ff(f*t+g(p)dxdy = 0,

(ii) ff(f7Ê+ **)**-*•®
The following theorem is then obtained [3, p. 72].

Theorem 4.5.  If f £ LJ^i®), df/dz £ L^.(®) for some p,p>l, then df/dz

exists and is in L^.(®).   Thus fx and f   exist and are in l£(®).

Theorem 4.6.   Let w e lL(®), 3)w = v, where v £ E?i®) for some p, p > 1.

Then for each k, wk x and w,      exist in the Sobolev sense and are in LJL(®).

Moreover, the following formulas hold:

2dw0/dz = vQ,       2dwk/dz+awk_y x + bwk_y     =vk,      k = 1, • • •, r - 1.
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Proof.   Let iff be a complex function in C^.(®).   By (4.2),

JJ [wiiffx + iiffy + eiaiff)x + eibiff) ) + vifAdxdy = 0.
© y

Equating powers of c, we obtain the equations

JJ íw0^x + ̂ J + v0iff\dxdy = 0,
©

JJ ^wk^x + ^y* + wk-l^a^K + ^'y + v¿fi\dxdy = 0,
©

k = 1,•••,/■- 1.

The first equation states 2dwQ/dz= vQ, and by Vekua's theorem tz>0     and wQ

exist and are in L?(®).

Setting k = 1 in the second equation, and using aiff e Cli®), we obtain

}}[wAiffx + iiffy) - u>QtXaiff - w0<ybiff + Vyif]dxdy = 0.
©

Hence 2dw1/dz'= -z222zn    - èiiz0    + tvj.   Because the right-hand side above is in

L? (0), we can again apply Vekua's theorem to show 2zzj x and wl     ate in

Lf   (®).   We continue in this manner for k = 2,. • • , r - 1.

The next theorem is also from Vekua 13, p. 142].

Theorem 4.7.   // df/dz e Ca(@) for some a, 0< a < 1, then f e C\(®) (af-

ter modification on a set of measure zero, of course).

Theorem 4.8.   // ÍD22Z = 0 222 ®, then w is continuously differentiable in ®

(and therefore hyperanalytic).

Proof.   By Theorem 4.6, if î)w = 0 then dwQ/dz = 0.   Thus wQ e ClJJB), fot

any a, 0 < a < 1.   Furthermore, 2dwl/dz =■= -zJZ2zn x - bwQ   .  Since the right-hand

side is in Ca(®), w¡ e CAM).  Continuing in this manner we can show  w,   £

Ca(®), k = 0,. • • , r— 1, and thus w is continuously differentiable.

5.  The operator /.   In this section are discussed properties of the operator

/ , associated with a domain ®, given by

(5.1) %w)(z) = X. (f-^, -gQ-dtdr,.
® 2rrz JJ i + eh(Q ,(£) _ t(z) '

For sufficiently smooth functions 22z in a domain ®, Douglis proved the formula

2)(L.zí») = w; we will find more general conditions for which the formula is true.
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Theorem 5.1.   Let ® be any domain.   If v £ L!(®), then   ]^v £ L^i®), and

v = 3)(v),'

Proof.   Let ®0 be a bounded domain inside ®, and denote the characteristic

function on ®n by X^ .   We can establish the bound

iff//
a  \® ®¿Zi + ebiOtiO

idÇdn
O       I \
^tÂJ)\dxdy)'

<Mia, è)jj/jj_l— dxdy\ \viO\dCdrt

<Mia, b)MÍ®0)fj\viO\d^dr,   <Mia, b, ®Q)\V, fl|

By Fubini's theorem, the following integral is finite:

ft/V^îfe^
2mffi]&v)iz)dxdy.

»0

Therefore J^v £ L^i®).

Next suppose (p e Cl(®).   Apply (3.3) to rp to obtain

SflTTbv*dxd> =5JïTTbvJ^)dxdy

JJí+ebiz)        \l™J¿i+ebiOtit)-tiz) )

tjiO
-if- iLv)iOi$<p)iO dtdV.

i+ebiO

The interchange of orders of integration is justified by the bound

Í \©   ''+ e6(z)     ¿ + ebic) t{&"t(z)      I

< Mia, ft) JJ \viz)\ (  SS ̂f d?A dxdy

<Mia,b,(f>)\v,®\y.

Corollary 5.2.  If w £ L1^®), „ e lK®), anrf v = %o in ®, then w = $ +

/^t* where 0 ¿s hyperanalytic in ®.

Conversely, if O ¿s hyperanalytic in ®,v £ L1i®), then O + /^n eL^®),

ÄWCf" 3)(í>+ Jyv)= V.
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Proof.  If w e L]^. (®), v e L1i®), and v = iDzzz in ®, then by the previous

theorem jXzz; - Lf ) = v — v = 0.   By Theorem 4.8, 22z — Lti is hyperanalytic in ®.

The converse part of the corollary follows immediately from the previous theorem.

Theorem 5.3.   Let % be a bounded domain.   If v e Lpi®), 2< p< 00, then the

function w = L.f satisfies

(i)  \w(z)\ < M(a, b, p, ®)\v, ®\p, z e C,

(ii)  \w(zy)-w(z2)\<M(a,b,p)<\v,®\p\zl-z2\{»-2)/p, zl,z2eC.

Proof.   Using

n   1 ff t¿o    ^o     ,*.
w = 2^JJ7^7öriü)^

©
we obtain the bound (where  1/p + l/q = 1)

\wiz)\<Mia,b) (f^Ldctdr,
©   \C-z\

<Mia, b)\v, ®\piff \£- z\-* dcsdnY "<Mia,b,p,®)\v,

To show (ii) we use

I       N Z       N Az)-tiz)rC      tAO VÍC) j£.
wiz.) - wizA = —i—-2-       .A -——     ;;;   -r-rr dÇdq.

1 2 2772 JJ i + ebiQ (¿Q _ tiz^itiÇ) - Az2))

Thus

!«*>,) - wiz2)\ < Mia, b)\Zl - z2\ |f-JîjjoL- dÇdv

<Mia,b)\z1-z2\\v,®\p(SS\t-Zi\-9\C-*2\-gJtdVy/9'

But it is known [2, p. 39j, that for 1< q < 2,

SS\C-zl\-"\C-z2\-"dctdrl<!Aip)\z1-z2\2-2''.
©

Since  1 + (2 - 2q)/q = (p - 2)/p, (ii) is proved.

Now, following Vekua, we introduce the space of functions Lp' (C).  We use

the notation Cn = unit disk in C.

Definition 5.4.  22z e Lp'viC) if 22z is defined in all of C and w, w^v' €

LpiC0), where 22z<v) is defined by the formula  w(v\z)- |z|_Ml/z), z e C0.
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The norm of w in this space is given by

Theorem 5.5.   Let v £ Lp' (C),  2 < p < oo.   T¿c?2 the function w = }cv = Jv

satisfies

(i)   \wiz)\<Mia,b,p)\v,C\pa,z£C.

Hi)  \wizy)-wiz2)\<Mia,b,p)\v,C\pJzy-z2\(-p-2)/p,Zyfz2 £ C.

(iii)  For any R > 1, a constant Mia, b, p, R) exists such that, for \z\ > R,

\wiz)\ <Mia, b,p, R)\v, C\p 2\z\<-2-P)/P.

(iv) §w = 3)ijv)=v in C.

Proof.   We can write wiz) = wiz)+ wiz), where

2mUi + ebiC)tiO-tiz)    Ç ^

(5-2) ,   ,«

wiz) - -L CCJJ^L      MO    _i_ d£d„
2m ¿J i + «fcd/O Kl/C) - tiz) K|4    ̂

By Theorem 5.3, for z e C, \wiz)\ < Mia, b, p)\v, C„| .   Also,

\wiz)\ <Mia, b) ff     W^l      dÇdr,.
¿i\i/¿;-z\\t\< çv

Thus, if 1/p + l/q=l,

(5.3) \wiz)\ <Mia, b)\vi2\ C0\pilyiz))1/«

where

i¿z> = ff\t\-9\i-tz\-«d{dn.
Co

If \z\ > Ji, then

i^-W-* ff\c\-*\c-i\-9tf*i-
c0

Using a known result for an integral of this type [3, p. 39l, we obtain

lyiz)<\z\-*MiP)\l/z\2-2«,

(5.4)
lyiz) < MiP)il/\z\)2-i < M(P)22-« = MiP).

If |z|<^,then \l-z£\>lA, and /,(z)< 2»//C()|fl-«*ifrfr/- M(P).   Thus
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\w(z)\ <M(a, b, p)\v{2),C0\p, and (i) is proved.

For (ii), apply Theorem 5.3 to obtain, for Zy, z2   e C,

|JK*,) - dAz2)\ < Mia, b, p) \v, CQ\p\zl - z/P-V/f.

Also,

wizy) -wiz2)

_t^l)-t(z2)  rr   t¿l/Q    „(i/Q i_1__ d¿

2m ¿J i + ebb/O   \C\A    Hl/0 - AzJ til/0 - tiz2)

and

IwizJ-wizJlSMi^b^-zJ JJ WOI ^
c0 icr|i/c-zj||i/z;-z2|

<Mia, i»)|zj -z2|/2(z1,z2)

where

2 x 2 ¿i \c\2   n-CzA\i-Cz2\

But Vekua has shown [3, pp. 44—45] that l2 satisfies

/2(2l,22)<M(p)|^),C0|p|2l-z2|C-2)/i'.

Thus (ii) is proved.

To prove (iii), we note that for \z\ > 1,

|2fc)|< Miar b)ff$Q.dtdn
c0 l<=-2l

<Af(a,i)ri~. JJ|«/(£)|#*i

<Mia,b,p)\v,C0\p (1/(|2|-1).

Furthermore, with use of (5.3) and (5.4) we obtain, for \z\ > I,

\wiz)\ < Mia, b, p)\v{2\ CQ\p \z\U-P)/p.

Hence for \z\ > 1,

\wiz)\ <Mia, b, p)\v, C|p>2[|z|(2-")/" + 1/(!*| - 1)].
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But if R> I, \z\ > R, then

l/i\z\-l)<KÍR)\z\(2-P^P

where  KÍR) = (R1~2/P)/(R - l). Thus (¡ii) follows.

The proof of (iv) is the same as that of the last part of Theorem 5.1.

Corollary 5.6.  If w e LJ^iC), v e LPt2(C), 2 < p < <* , and v = §w in C,

Zz5e?2 z/z = $ + Jv where 0 is hyperanalytic in C.

Proof.   5)(w — Jv) = t> - v = 0 in C.   Therefore w — Jv is hyperanalytic in C.

6.   Properties of solutions.   It is now possible to discuss certain properties

of solutions of the equation

r-1 k

(6.1) %v + £  ek £ (Ak[W[ + Bk¡w¡) = 0

where 222 is a hypercomplex function, and the A, ■ and B, , ate complex valued.

First we must prove a "product rule" and a "chain rule" for the operator 2).

Theorem 6.1.   Let w,v e L1^®), with 5)w, % e Lp(®), 2 < p < ~.   Then

in ®,$(wv) = @w)v + w(§v).

Proof.   Since the product rule is easily verified if either w ot v is in C1 (®),

we assume it is true in these cases.   Let ®,  be a bounded subdomain, ®, C @.

By Corollary 5.2, we have in ®,

«, = * + /ÄiCM,    v = V+J9A%f),

where 0 and W are hyperanalytic in   ® j, and, by Theorem 5.3, L.  (d)w) and

/ö (3)v) ate in BaiC), a= ip - 2)/p.   Therefore inside ®p

%m) = $i%) + W(iM + 3)[/@ flw) • J9flv)].
Thus it suffices to prove the product rule for the product J& (3V) • La (3)v).   Let

cfo e CA®y), iffn e C~(®,), with </>„-» î)w in Lp(®y).  Since Douglis showed

[1, p. 273] that Jçiftn e cH®j), we have

IJtÏz W©^ + V^+ ^©/t, • 7.^))] A* = 0.© j
By Theorem 5.3, J<$],P~n —* J^A^W> uniformly in C.   Thus after taking limits, we

have the result

Sty^tfM • 7Sl(^)] = S)» • J&l(Vv) + J&1&w). %.
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Theorem 6.2.   Let w € L^i®), î)w e Lpi®), 2<p<oc,and wiz)=w0iz) +

Niz) where wQ is complex and N nilpotent.   Let the values of wQ lie inside a

bounded domain ®#, and let f be a complex function which is analytic in some do-

main containing ®^.  Then in ®, 3)/(u/(z)) = f'iwiz))6)w)iz).

Proof.   Recall that fiwiz)) is given by

/Mz))=Z £ iNiz))kfik)iw0iz)).

Let 4> e Cli®), and let ®,  be a bounded subdomain of ® containing the support

of rp.   Then inside ® j,   w = <P + /«. Q)m>) where 0 is hyperanalytic in ®y.   Let

Vn £ CU.®), \-+%v in Lpi®y). By Theorem 5.3, the sequence «/„ = $+ ]^n

converges uniformly in ®j to w.  Writing w   = ("On + N    where Nn is nilpotent,

we have

fWiiwn)0iz))^f^\w0iz)),

iNiz))k -> iNiz))k

uniformly in ® j.   Therefore,

tiz)

//; -fiwiz))i1)(p)iz)dxdy
y i + ebiz)

= lim ff.'*/.. fiwiz))i$cp)iz)dxdy
»   ©, / + ebiz)       "

= lim -ff-l¿L. f'iwiz))i$w)iz)(piz)dxdy
n     ¿Jyi + ebiz)        " n

rr   t iz)
= lim -ff-Z-r: f'iwiz))Wiz)(piz)dxdy

n    4Jyi + ebiz)        n n

= _ ff-l^L-f'iwiz))&w)iz)(piz)dxdy.
©j i + ebiz)

The next result was proved by Vekua [3, p. 154].

Theorem 6.3.   Let A,B and w be complex (unctions in C with A, B £

Lp,2iC),  2 < p < ».   If w is continuous and bounded on the whole plane   C, and

satisfies dw/dz + Aw + Bw = 0 then w has the form wiz) = C exp o>(z) where

C is a complex constant, and u> is a complex function continuous and bounded
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072 the whole plane.   (Thus w is bounded away from zero provided it is not identi-

cally zero.)

Following is an analogous result for solutions of (6.1).

Theorem 6.4.   Let w be continuous and bounded and satisfy (6.1) in the

whole plane, where each Akl, Bk[ e Lp* (C)»  2<p<œ.   Ti«?72 w has the form

(6.2) w(z) = C exp cAz)

where C is a hypercomplex constant, and do is a hypercomplex function in Ba(C),

a = (p - 2)/p.   Moreover, near infinity, cú(z) = 0(|z|~a).

Proof.   If 22z is identically zero, we can set C = 0, a> = 0.   In general, let p

be the smallest value of k such that wk is not identically zero.  Since w is con-

tinuous and bounded, (6.1) shows that 2)2zz £ Lp' (C)C LP(C).  We can use Theo-

rem 4.6 and set the coefficient of ep in (6.1) equal to zero to obtain

dwjdx + idwjèy + A     «z   +BA   w  = 0.
P P    '        P,P  P       P,P P

By the preceding theorem, w    is bounded away from zero, and therefore the func-

tion

z Wkek-P\l

Kk=p

is bounded and continuous (see (1.14)).   Define v to be the function

v = ( L «v*~*j ' Z ek-p Z ^kni+ Bkñ>-
\k=p J       k=p 1=0

Then v e L^C), and

(r-l \ r-1 k

£ wkek~P j - v = £  ek £ (Akjw¡ + Bk¿w¡) = -íDw/.

k=p J k=p        1=0

Now define eu = -Jv, 0 = w exp(-zu) = 22; exp(/tv). By Theorems 6.1, 6.2, 2)$ a

exp(/i>)[2zzv + 2)222] = 0, and 0 is hyperanalytic. The stated properties of a ate

a result of Theorem 5.5.

Finally, since co is bounded, exp (-ta) is also bounded.   By Theorem 3.9, $

is constant.

Corollary 6.5.  // w satisfies the conditions of Theorem 6.A, and w(zA = 0 for

some zQ in C, then w is identically zero.
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Proof.   Since exp (z + E) is never nilpotent for any hypercomplex number z +

E,  wizQ)= 0 implies C = 0 in the representation (6.2).

It is now convenient to introduce an operator Q, given in terms of the opera-

tor / and the coefficients in (6.1).

Definition 6.6.  The operator Q is given by

Qw = J
•-1       k

Z  ek Z (AklwlJrBk.lw
*=0        t=0

'}

Theorem 6.7. // each Ak¡, Bkl is in Lp,2iC), 2 < p < oo , then Q is compact

in the space ß(C) and maps this space into Ba(C), a = ip - 2)/p. Moreover, near

infinity, \Qwiz)\ = Oi\z\~a).

Proof.   If w £ B(C), then the function

r-1 k

V=Z   ̂ Z^^i + W
k=0        1=0

is in Lp,2iC).   By Theorem 5.5, Qw = Jv is in Ba(C).   Furthermore, properties

(i), (ii), and (iii) of Theorem 5-5 yield

(i)  \Qwiz)\ < Mia, b, p, Akl, Bk,)\w,C\x,

Hi)  \Qwizy)- Qwiz2)\ < Mia, b, p, Akl, Bk¡)\w, C^ |z, - z2\a,

(iii)   for   \z\ > 2,  \w(z)\<Mia,b,p,Akl,Bkl)\w,C\oa\z\-a

(The dependence of M on the A, , and B, , arises of course from bounds on

the Lp' (C) norms of these functions.) Thus a family in B(C) which is uniformly

bounded is mapped onto a family in Ba(C) which is uniformly bounded and equi-

continuous, and uniformly  0(|z|~  ) at infinity.  Hence by Arzela's theorem, Q is

compact in the space B(C).

Theorem 6.8. // each Afe;, Bkl is in Lp'2iC), 2 < p < ~ , and v is in BÍC),

then the equation w + Qw = v has a unique solution in ß(C).

Proof.   Since Q is compact in B(C)» it is sufficient to show the homogeneous

equation w + Qw = 0 has only the zero solution.   But if w = — Qw, then w is in

B(C) and vanishes at infinity.  Furthermore, differentiation shows that w satis-

fies (6.1).  Hence w has the .representation (6.2), and since w vanishes at in-

finity, C= 0 and w = 0.

We can now give an analogue to the "generating pairs" developed by Bers

[2].

Suppose w is continuous and bounded in C and satisfies (6.1), with A,.,

Bk¡ £ Lp,2iC), 2< p< oo.   By Corollary 5.6, w + Qw = 0 where  $ is
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hyperanalytic in C.   But w, Qw e B(C), and thus 0 is a constant. Therefore

(6.3) w + Qw = c = c" + ic

where c  and c ate real hypercomplex numbers (i.e., each coefficient of e    is

real).   Let w be the unique solution in ß(C) of 222 +■ Qw = 1, and let w be the

unique solution in B(C) of w + Qw = i.   Then 222, the unique solution in B(C) to

(6.3), is clearly w = cw + cw.   Therefore any solution of (6.1) for the same func-

tions Akl, Bk¡ is of this form.   The solutions 22z and w ate called the gener-

ating pair associated with the coefficients Ak¡, Bk¡ and the equation (6.1).

7.  Further properties of solutions.  We now direct our attention to the equa-

tion

(7.1) 3)w + Aw + Bw = 0

where w, A, and B are hypercomplex functions.   For this special case of (6.1),

we can obtain integral representations for solutions w in a regular domain ®. The

next lemma and theorem establish a Green's identity for solutions of (7.1).

Lemma 7.1.   Let ® be a regular domain, with u e C(®), 2)zz e Lp(®) where

2< p< 00,   Then

( u(z)dt(z) = -((   l*   ) . (%)(z)dxdy.
Jr ^ 2 + eb(z)

Proof.   Let [iff \ be a sequence in C^(®) suchthat iff   —» 2)zz in Lp(®).   By

Theorem 5.3, JgA'n —» 7c/2!zz) pointwise uniformly in the whole plane C.   In Theo-

rem 3.2, we set w = J«.iff  » V ■ 1, to obtain

fiJ@i,n)iz)dtiz) = -ffJ^L) iffniz)dxdy.
©

Letting 72 —k 00 , we have

f ]A%)iz) dtiz) = - [( -ii¿¡L (2)a)(z) dx dy.
JT  ® iA i + ebiz)

v

By Corollary 5.2, in ®, JAj)u) = zz-O, where $ is hyperanalytic in ®. Further-

more, ]A3)u),   u e C(@), and thus $ e C(®).   We may use Theorem 3.2 with

22V = 0, v = 1, to conclude

£
<5(2)zMz) = 0,

and the theorem is proved.
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Definition 7.2.   For fixed A and B, we define the operator

(7.2) Cw = %u +Aw+Bw

and an associated operator

(7.3) Cv=1)v-Av+B*v

where B    is defined by _

□ a      i + eb      lx     =■
(7.4) B*=—-—X—B.

x       i + eb

Theorem 7.3.   Ler ® be a regular domain, and A,B £ Lpi®), with 2<p<oo.

If w, v £ Ci®), and satisfy, in ®, Cw = 0, Cv = 0, then the integral Jrwiz)viz)dtiz) is

a real hypercomplex number.

Proof.  Since w, v £ Ci®),

3)w = -Aw -Bw£LPi®),      % = Av - B*v £Lpi%).

(We remark that the quantity Hi + eb)/tx)Ux/ ( i + eb)) is bounded in the whole com-

plex plane, as can be seen by (1.13).)  By Lemma 7.1 and Theorem 6.1,

f wiz)viz)dtiz) = - fíJ^L- §iwv)dxdy
•T JJ i + eb

®

= - [[-^-r iw% + ¿M dx dy
JJ i + eb

x. , Bwv +     x     Bwv]dxdy

S

■ñ
1 +eb TTëb     )

which is a real hypercomplex number.

Following Vekua's techniques, we now introduce some special solutions of

(7.1).

Theorem 7.4.   Ler A and B be hypercomplex functions in Lp,2iC), where

2 < p < oo. Then there exist hypercomplex functions of two complex variables,

X(1)(z, 0 and X(2)(z, £), with the properties

(1) In C-iÙ, for j - 1, 2,

3)zX^(z, O + Aiz)xU\z, O + Biz)X«\z, O = 0.

(Here 3)z denotes our usual differential operator 3) where differentiation is with

respect to the variable z rather than £. )

(2) x(1)(ii0.^y-y..o<ca,  x<„u0.^ifKà-.yi
2(tiO - tiz)) 2iitiO - tiz))
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where for /- 1, 2, oo(j) e Ba(C), a- (p - 2)/p, and <u(i)(z) - 0(|z|"a) as |z|-»«..

Proof.  Since the proof for X(  ' and X* ' are nearly identical, we give the

proof only for X^   .(2) We temporarily fix a point Ç in C, and define a function

B by

Uz)mB(z)iâ^M.
Az)-AO

We have B e Lp'2iC), since

|bU)I<|bu)|.|Kz)-koi
Az) - AO

< \Biz)\ . Mia, b) . \z- Üt^tÍ < M(«> b) • \B(z)\.
\z-C\

Now consider the functional equation

(7.5) wiz) + iQw)iz)-iQw)iO = l,     zeC,

where Q is the operator defined by Qw m j(Aw + Bw\   By Theorem 6.7, Q is

compact in the space B(C).  If we define an operator P by

(Pw)(z) = (Qw)(z) - (Qw)(0,      z e C,

then (7.5) may be written as

(7.6) uiz) + (Pw)(z) = 1,      z e C.

Moreover, since Q maps a bounded sequence in ß(C) onto a sequence in B(C)

with a convergent subsequence, P has the same property.  Thus P is compact

in B(C).   Therefore, in order to show (7.5) has a solution in B(C), it is sufficient

to show the homogeneous equation has only the zero solution.  Suppose then that

v e B(C) and satisfies

(7.7) Az) + (Qv)(z) - (Qv)(0 = 0,      z e C.

Differentiating this equation, we obtain

3)v + Av + Bv = 0.

Since v(0- 0» by Corollary 6.5, » = 0.

Thus we may let w be the unique solution in B(C) to (7.5).  Differentiating

(7.5), we obtain

(2) In the case of X>2' we replace the  1 on the right-hand sides of (7.5) and (7.6) by —i.

This serves to define the functions w2(z, 0 ■ — i exp [íúÁz) — ùoJ.Q], and X (z, Ö =

Vtw2(z, QbiO-tU)]-1.
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5)«/ + Aw + Bw = 0.

According to Theorem (6.4), w has the form wiz) = C exp aiz), where C is a

hypercomplex constant, a> £ BaiC), a= ip- 2)/p, and Ct>(z) = 0(|z|~a) as \z\ —» oo.

But since wi<£) = 1, we conclude C= exp[-cu(4)J» and

wiz) = exp [(úiz) - aiO] 2 *"(z» Ö'

We now set

X( x V    /") "^ ¿)     _ exp [oxiz) - coiQ]

^      2itiO-tiz))~    2it(0-iiz))    '

Then, for z £ C-\C\,

3)zx<!W) =
MO - tiz))

Ju^wiz, O

2M4") - Hz))
i-Aiz)wiz,0-Biz)wiz,0)

= -Aiz)X^\z, O - Biz)X^\z, O-

We now define fundamental kernels associated with fixed A, B in L^ÍC)

and the equation (7.1).

Definition 7.5.   The fundamental kernels ñ' ' and ii, associated with A

and B in L^ÍC), are

(7.8) &lXz, O = X(1)(z, O + ¿X<2>(z, 4").

(7.9) n(2)(z, O - x(1)(z, O - ¿x<2>(z, 4:),

where X(     and X1 ' are the functions described in Theorem 7.4.

Theorem 7.6.   The fundamental kernels il'  ' an«? fl^2' satisfy:

il)  For each C in C,in C-{£\

(7.10) $ß{1\z, O + Aiz)&lKz, O + B(z)íí(2)(z, O = 0,

(7.11) 3)zíí(2\z, O + A(z)S2(2)(z, O + Biz)Sl{l)iz, O = o.

(2) For fixed Ç, and j = 1, 2,

l^'Hz.O^Odzl-1)    as \z\ -oo.

(3) As \z - ¿| - 0,

(7.12)
QaW)-.__i

KO - Kz)
= Oi\z-t\-2/p),
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(7.13) |«(2)(z, o\ = o(\z- c\-2/ p).

Proof.   Property (1) is readily verified from (1) of Theorem 7.4.   Property (2)

follows from the relations

OÜV     r\     exp[6)(1>(Z) - co^KQ] + exP[a><2)(z) - J2\Q]

U'C,= 2(t(0-Az)) '

o(2),     ,,    expU^z) - co{1)(Q] - exP[J2)(z) - *)(2)(¿)]
{Z'°m-2(t(0 - iz))-'

because each cA-1' is bounded in C, and by (2.6).

To show (3), first we remark that from (3.11) it is easily seen that the hyper-

complex function exp (z + E) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous wherever z + E

remains bounded.  Since each cú '' is bounded, there is a positive constant K

such that

t(0 - Az)

expU^iz) - oo^KQ] - exp[Q] + exp[a)(2)(z) - J2)(Q] - expM

2(AO - Az))

<(K\o>U\z)-mU\0\ + K\J2\z)-J2\0\)-^^{.
2|4-z|

Because each cü(,, e Ba(C), a = ip - 2)/p, we obtain the desired result for Q    .

To obtain the result for Q     , we apply the same analysis to the equation

ß(2)(z, O

exp[oo(1\z) - oo(1\Q] - exp[0] + exp[0] - exp[<a(2)(z) - cö(2)(Q]

2(t(Q - Az))

The next three theorems develop an integral formula for solutions of (7.1).

The proofs are variations on those of Vekua for the case when (7.1) is a complex

equation.

Theorem 7.7.   Let ® be a regular domain, and let A and B be in LP,2(C)

where 2<p< ».  Furthermore let w be in C(®) and satisfy in ®

Cw = 2)t2z + Aw + Bw = 0.

// Ql     and Ql     are the fundamental kernels for the associated equation

Cv = %- Av+B*v=0,

then
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- 2Wrö(1)(£ z)vÁ0 d¿0 - 3(2)(<T' z)wiOdtiO

íwiz),    if z£®,

O,    if zi®.f
Proof.  Let X1 ' and X1 ' be the corresponding solutions of Cv = 0 as de-

ibed in Theorem 7.4.  Using Theorem 7.3, we obtain the formulas, for / ■ 1, 2,

fffit, z)wiC)dtiO-XU)i£, z)wiOdtiC\

Í r    ,     X^\C, *M£) dtiO - ̂ iC z)wiO dit),    if z £ ®,

0,    if zi®.

where e is a sufficiently small positive number.  We multiply by i the equation

for 7=2 and add to the equation for / = 1 to obtain

Jrß(1)(£ z)wiC)dtiO - ß(2)(£ z)uAOdiO

f,   i   ^1)iC,z)wiOdtiO-ii{2)iCz)wiC)dtiO,  if

0,    ifz¿®.

ze'

Using (7.12), (7.13) we obtain for z in ®,

limf,  ,  Q"Xt,z)w(C)dtiO-n{2\i,z)wiödtiO

i

-limf,    ,    -^-dtiC).
f-,0J\i-x\=e tiz) - tiO

But Douglis showed [l, pp. 271—272], using the continuity of w, that the latter

limit is —2mwiz).  Thus the theorem is proved.

Theorem 7.8.   Let A,B £ Lp'2iC), where 2<p< oc.   Let OSl\OS2) be,

fundamental kernels for the equation Cw = jl)w + Aw + Bw = 0 and Q*    » Q

fundamental kernels for the equation Cv = 3)t; - Av + B t7=0.   TAen, for z ¿ Ç,

Q(1>(z, £) = -Q(1)(£ z),     Q<2>(z, O = -Ö(2)(£ z).
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Proof.   Let z, £ be fixed, z 4 £, and let e be small enough that 0 < e <

\z - ¿\ < l/f.  Then by the previous theorem, for / = 1, 2,

xVKz, O —¿r J,   ,,_ f/S(1)(.. z)xO)(s, oÄ5)■£!-!/.

- Q(2>(s, »)*«(,, ¿V'W + J¡r J,     H     Q(1)(s, z)X«Xs, () dAs)
2rn J \s-1,\=(

-il(2\s,z)X^(s,C)dt(s).

Using Theorem 7.6 and the relations (7.8), (7.9), we obtain the estimates

\&Xs,z)\,\xU\s,O\=0(\s\-1) as  \s  —♦ »,

X^(s,0--rr4
2(t(0 - As))

X(2)(-  ¿)_-L
2i(tiO-ls))

Letting f —» 0, we therefore obtain

= 0(\s-C\~2/p)    as |s-¿1-0,

= 0(\s-C\-2/p)   as |s-£|-.0.

€_0 4772   | J|.-t|=£  (KO - Ks)) (K£) - As))

X(2)(z,0 =

-4/Am  \J\
^''fei-.^Mzw >}

Q(1>(-d^)-fl"<2,(

— t|-(Ki)-i(s"» M0 Sa-»}
As in the proof of the previous theorem, we remark that Douglis has shown [l,

pp. 271—272] that the above limits are

x°U 0-¿T -2772-a(1)(¿:, z) + 277zñ(2>(c;, z)I

-4[q(^,*) + Sw(^1

X<2>U, O = -¿ [-2^0»>(C «)-2riS«\6J

The relations (7.8), (7.9) complete the proof.

The next result is merely stated.   It is an immediate consequence of the pre-

ceding two theorems.
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Theorem 7.9.   Let ® be a regular domain, and let A and B be in Lp' (C)

where 2< p< oo.  Furthermore, let w be in Ci®) and satisfy in ®

Cw = j)w + Aw + Bw = 0.

Then

(7.14)

JL f Q(1)U, OwiOdtkO - Q(2)(z, OwiOdtiO
/Tit      *T277Í

t/Xz),    if z £ I

0, ¿/z¿

Theorem 7.10.   Le/ ® èe a regular domain, and let iff be a function which is

hyperanalytic outside ®, continuous up to the boundary T, and vanishes at in-

finity.   Then

(7.15) -î-f2m Jr
M) if z e i

(z)  '        \-ifAz),    if z¿®.

Proof.   For given z in C, choose R positive such that R > 2|z| and ® C

{4*: |4*| < R\-   Then applying Theorems 3.2 and 3.4 we have

SrTJ|«|-JiKO-*U) 2^jr¿(0-Kz) ^w>   if ,¿ a.

(We have used an elementary consequence of Theorem 3.2, given in Douglis [l,

p. 276], stating that if <I> is hyperanalytic in a regular domain and continuous up

to the boundary T, then f^iOdtiö - 0.)    Now, setting ¿= Re'9 on  |£| = P., and

using \C-z\>R/2,

-i-f
2iri J|?Mi(0-rtz)

#¿> A(0 <AK?JJ)    prr|^(Re-g.)|R

-       2*       Jo       |¿_2|

<AKaLi)   sup    |^)|.(4ff)<"      2*      |S|=R

Since supi rl_R I^ÍOI —* 0 as  R —* 00 , the theorem is proved.

Theorem 7.11.   Let ® be a regular domain, and let iff be a function which is

hyperanalytic outside ®, continuous up to the boundary V, and vanishes at in-

finity.   Let A and B be in Lp' (C) where 2 < p < 00 , and outside

Then if 0(1) and 0<2) are the fundamental kernels for A and B,

A = B = 0.

L-fr q(1)(z, OwiOdtiO -n(2)(z, OHOdtiO
(7.16)

2m

(0, if

\-ipiz),    if

z£®,

z4 ®.
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Proof.   For given z in C, choose R as in the proof of the previous theorem.

Since A = B = 0 outside ®, iff satisfies (7.1) outside ®.  Thus we can apply

Theorem 7.9 to the domain {£: \Ç[ < R\ - ® to obtain

¿. J|{, R Q(1)(2, C¥(0^(0-ö(2)(z, 0W)dÄÖ

_ ¿. JrQ(1>u, OtttUAO - n(2)(z, 0W)dAT)

Í0,        if z e ®,
lff(Z),    iizjt®.

Using the same estimates as in the proof of the previous theorem, along with the

estimates, for ; = 1, 2,

|0('>(z, 01= 0{\C\ -1)    as Kl-.«,

we can show that the integral on \C{ = R approaches zero as R —» oc.

Theorem 7.12. Let ® be a regular domain, and let A and B be in Lp' (C),

where 2 < p < °° , and outside ®. Suppose A = B = 0. Let fl(1) and fl(2) be the

fundamental kernels for A and B-   If w is in Ci®) and satisfies in ®

Cw = Tkv + Aw + Bw = 0

then w has the representation, for z in ®,

wiz)=i( n(1>u,0#0*(0-o(2)(*, OW)dÂÔ
(7.17) 2mJT

d= K($, ®)

where 0 is the function, hyperanalytic in ® and continuous in ®, given in ® by the formula

(7.18) ôXz) =   1   f   J^\     dtiO.2m Jr .(/) _ ,tz)

Proof.   Since JJw = -Aw - Bw e Lpi®), we can use Corollary 5.2 to conclude

that in ®

w = $ + /¿(-Aziz - Bzi7)

= $ + Ji-Aw -Bw)    (since A = B = 0 outside ®)

where <D is hyperanalytic in ®.   By Theorem 5.5, the function ji-Aw- Bw) is

continuous in C  and vanishes at infinity.   Moreover, because A = B = 0 outside

®, ji-Aw- Bw)  is hyperanalytic outside ®.   Since w is in Ci®), $ must also be

in Ci®), and thus we can substitute (7.19) for w in formula (7.14) of Theorem 7.9,
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and use Theorem 7.11 applied to ji-Aw - Bw), to obtain (7.17).  To obtain (7.18),

we substitute Í» = w + jiAw + Bw) into the representation (3.4) for $, and apply

Theorem 7.10 to the function jiAw + Bw).

Theorem 7.13.   Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 7.12, for z in ®

the following representation holds,

(7.20)      wiz) = <D(z) +JJr(1)(z, CMCUtdr, + ffr(2\z, OW)d^dr,

where 0 is as in Theorem 7.12, and

r<2>(z, o - ¿r f"-^- MÖfl(2)(z, 0 --Î^L b(Oö(1)U, ol.

Proof.   For z in ® and e a sufficiently small positive number, we can apply

Lemma 7.1 to the domain ®( = ® — \Ç: \Ç— z\ < el, and use the previous theorem

to obtain

(7'21) ~ ¿r /Jt^rb «^(P(1^. o-e-ft,

MO

Gf  i + eè(4)

With the relations (7.12), (7.13) and the analysis used in the proof of Theorem

7.7 we can show that as t —» 0 the left side of (7.21) becomes wiz) - $(z).  Fur-

thermore, from Theorem 7.8 and the relations (7.10), (7.11) we obtain the formulas

2)çn(1)(z, o = A(On(ï)iz, 0-B*iO&2)iz, O,

!\Q(2)(z, o = Ait)ñ2)iz, O - b*(Oíí(1)(z, O.

Substituting these expressions into the right side of (7.21), and using (7.4), we

obtain the desired result.

We close this section with the remark that the representations (7.17) and

(7.20) give a method of obtaining approximating families of solutions to (7.1).  It
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is immediate from Theorem 7.6 that, for any function í> hyperanalytic in ® and

continuous in ®, the representations (7.17) and (7.20) give a solution in ® to

(7.1).   Thus, by approximating a hyperanalytic function 0 by a sequence of hyper-

analytic functions 0  , we can approximate the solution K(0, ®) (see (7.17)) by

the sequence of solutions K($n, ®).   Furthermore, it is possible to obtain approx-

imating families of hyperanalytic functions from approximating families of analy-

tic functions through the representation (3.9).
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